Emerging Leader Accelerator
6 Months of Accelerated Attention on BEING a Leader
The Emerging Leader Accelerator is designed for executive team members, recently
promoted leaders, and individual contributors identified as high potential, either of their
own choice or by the leadership of the organization. It is appropriate for those who want
to learn how to optimize their leadership capabilities and lack access to an emerging
leader program from within their organization.
Pre-test, receive customized coaching assignments for improvement, post-test. Graduate with tangible
evidence of your improvements from Pre-test to Post-test. (see page 3, sample overview report).
Individual Competency Reports provide a comprehensive understanding of an individual’s attitudes and
behaviors that impact his/her level of the competency in the following 10 competencies:
Achievement Orientation
Communication
Energizing People
Impact and Influence
Innovation

Leading People
Learning Agility
Problem Solving
Resilience and Perseverance
Strategic Thinking

Pre-Test your Emerging Leader Behavioral Competencies
—Debrief of results + assignments from results +
development strategy with Pamela
—1.5 hours per month with your Cohort on Zoom
with Pamela Stambaugh facilitating
—1 or more hours a month with your Accountability
Partner (depending on your goals)
—Read 3 books minimum + Edelman
Trust Barometer + one White Paper
—Pamela will request interim check-ins
with each participant
—Pass a Final Test by writing a response to
the White Paper and discussing your response
with Pamela
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Additionally, in this program you will:
— Receive feedback on your “Growth Mindset” based on the book, “Mindset” by Dr. Carol Dweck.
— Engage in meaningful dialog around Mastering Culture: Diversity, Equality, and Inclusion, Social
Injustice, and all related issues that have become very important to leaders today.
— Read the Edelman Trust Barometer, 2020 and 2021 editions for discussion pursuant to Mastering
Culture as noted in the point above.
— Read a minimum of three books from a book list that will be provided that will support your
development and ability to hold your own in dialog with leaders.
— Participate in a monthly Zoom with fellow Cohort members to discuss leadership matters and
brainstorm with others your specific goals for leadership and how to overcome your challenges.
— Pair up with one fellow Cohort member as an accountability partner to practice changes in behavior
and measure your progress toward YOUR goals.
— The Final Test of this Emerging Leader Accelerator is to read a White Paper and respond as if you are a
leader in an organization. A leader, to be effective, must demonstrate authenticity and courage. You
will demonstrate your authenticity and courage by responding to the issues discussed in the white
paper, “Leadership, Trust, and Strategic Planning Hand in Hand? Not so much.” How would YOU
resolve the issues brought forth in this White Paper?

The following is page one of the Behavioral Competency Analysis OVERVIEW report (sample).
Your report will include drill down specific traits of each Behavioral Competency to determine your unique
development plan including Coaching Tips.
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About the Creator, Facilitator, Trainer, Coach of the Emerging Leader Accelerator
Pamela Stambaugh, MBA
Pamela Stambaugh, President and Founder of Accountability Pays Inc. has 30 years’
experience elevating leaders’ thinking and creating ideal team dynamics, optimizing
business systems for growth, senior or emerging leader assessment and
development, employee engagement, succession planning and more. Included in her
methodology, Pamela is an accredited trainer/facilitator in CEO Tools®, 7 Dimensions
of Team Power©, The Speed of Trust®, and the Leadership Impact Survey© for
assessing and achieving the ideal team performance. She is a managing partner and
master trainer of Harrison Assessments© with 22 years’ experience. Accountability
Pays is a Certified Woman Owned Business, and also certified DBE, CPUC, WOSB.

Sample of companies Pamela Stambaugh is entrusted by:

Testimonial
"After receiving outstanding results on our job description updates, I chose to include five
employees in the Emerging Leader Accelerator that Pamela is facilitating. Her breadth of
knowledge in this field is extraordinary, her insights into employee interactions are precise,
and her forward thinking discussions point us in the direction I want to go as we develop
L&T’s leadership over the next 10-20 years.”
Buster Segura, CEO, Lewis & Tibbitts, a 130 employee underground utilities contractor in San
Jose, CA.

Please contact us to learn about the September 2021 Cohort opportunity.
emergingleader@accountabilitypays.com
619-231-0195
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